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Key features

Sea view

Swimming pool

Lovely details

Surrounded by charming greenery

Large surface

Attributes

 Swimming pool

 Sea views

 Private parking

 Garden
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1 *Prices are subject to change, pound sterling price is converted using Bank of England exchange rates
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Description

Imperia, West Liguria, just a few minutes driving from the pristine sea and the sandy beaches, this property is nestled in a wonderful place, quiet and private. A
charming garden and a beautiful swimming pool surround this lovely property.Villa with pool for sale in Imperia. The villa for sale in Imperia is located in a quiet
residential area, surrounded by greenery and with an extraordinary sea view. It is only 3.5 km from the center of Imperia and the beaches, offering the possibility to
enjoy an oasis of peace and tranquility without giving up the convenience of having all the attractions that the city has to offer at hand.The villa for sale has been
designed with great attention to detail, with a magnificent English lawn garden, trees, plants, and flowers surrounding a beautiful pool, ensuring maximum privacy and
tranquility for anyone looking for a true oasis of relaxation.This enchanting villa with pool for sale in Imperia stands out for the perfect distribution of interior spaces.
The large living room is accessed through a bright entrance that overlooks a charming paved space with a barbecue, perfect for enjoying Ligurian summer evenings in
the open air. The villa also includes a beautiful kitchen, a laundry room, a bathroom, a storage room, and a splendid tavern.On the first floor of the villa, reachable
through a comfortable internal staircase, there are four spacious bedrooms and a bathroom. From the bedrooms, there is access to a magnificent livable terrace with a
sea view. On the top floor, there is another bedroom with a bathroom.The villa for sale in Imperia enjoys an excellent south-facing exposure and has independent
accesses and covered parking spaces. From every corner of the property, you can enjoy a breathtaking view.
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